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USER MANUAL  FOR LOGIK 7 CONTROLLER
RELEASE 1

Technical Features
-) Multifunction electronic controller, industrial use, for screw air compressors management
-) Complying with CE directives.
-) Black auto-extinguishing box in ABS with protection IP64 for the frontal  and IP30 for all the

other components
-) Inputs and outputs via terminal board with easy connectable wires
-) n°1 Emergency button assembled on the box  , rated contact AC15- 3A. 240V. a.c.
-) Power supply 12 V. a.c. ± 10%  50÷60 Hz
-) Maximum current with power supply of 12 V. A.c. = 200 m.A.
-) Operating temperature: 0 ÷ 55 °C with 90% RH (non condensing)
-) Storage temperature: -20 ÷ + 70 °C
-) Visualisation through n° 3 displays with 7 red  digits

              through n° 2 green led of  5 mm diameter
-) n° 1 input for temperature probe
-) n° 2 optoisolated digital input to 12 V. a.c. for state surveys
          IN 1 = pressure switch
          IN 2 = motor thermal protection
-) n° 4 output through relay SPDT 8(2) A., 250V. a.c. , 100.000 cycles electric life
          RL1 = line contactor
          RL2 = solenoid valve
          RL3 = star contactor
          RL4 = delta contactor
-) n° 1 no-volatile memory to store set data, working time and counts holding, compressor state
-) The electronic control switch in  OFF with micro interruptions of the power supply greater
    than 400 m.s.

The Logik 7 controller equipment is provided with:

-) n. 1 temperature probe with a 2 mts long silicone rubber cable to detect screw temperature ,
working range – 10 ÷130°C, resolution 1°C, precision ± 1°C
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Connection drawing example
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WORKING DESCRIPTION

1) When the compressor is connected to the power supply, the display visualises the OFF message
.

2)  Pressing the           button, the compressor starts with the visualisation of the screw temperature

value on the display.
When the compressor is ON the display shows the temperature if the pressure switch is
closed, otherwise it shows the flashing message StP during the stop timer (P09) countdown.
If the pressure switch is still open at the end of the countdown, the StP message stops flashing
and become fixed. If the pressure switch closes during the countdown the stop timer (P09) is
resetted.

3) Pressing the            button stops the compressor  and the display shows the message OFF.

Everytime the compressor is switched from ON to OFF by the stop button       , the loading
solenoid valve goes OFF for 30 sec and the flashing message OFF is displayed. While the

message is flashing, it is possible to restart the compressor by pressing the  button. After
30 sec the compressors switches off and the OFF message stops flashing and become fixed. The
multiply factor X10 led starts flashing and the timer programmed on parameter P14 starts.

During this countdown (P14) is not possible to start the compressor by pressing  . At the
end of the countdown the led switches off.

4) A specified alarm code is shown in alarm situations

Alarm codes

ONLY VISUAL ALARM :
AL0 = Data set looses, acquire to the standard data
AL4 = forewarning high screw temperature  ( temperature higher than  the Pr03 set), automatic

reset when the temperature decreases -2°C under the set value

BLOCK  ALARM :
AL1 =  overload motor (Thermal motor protection open)
AL2 =  emergency button pushed
AL3 =  high screw temperature (temperature higher than  the Pr02 set )
AL5 =  screw temperature probe out of work
AL6 =  low screw temperature (temperature lower than the Pr04 set )

With the compressor in block, all the relays are de-energised.

To reset the block alarms, press the          button with the compressor in OFF state.

To reset the non block alarms, press the          button even with the compressor running.
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MAINTENANCE MESSAGES
F-A = air filter change – timer P10 to 0
F-O = oil filter change – timer P11 to 0
F-S  = separator filter change – timer P12 to 0
OIL = oil change – timer P13 to 0

COMPRESSOR STATUS MESSAGES
OFF = Compressor in stand-by
Flashing OFF  = Compressor waiting to go in stand-by after a safety time of 30 sec.

Parameters programming

With the compressor in OFF status, you can enter in the parameters programming mode by pushing

at the same time the buttons           and           , for about 3 sec. and the display shows the parameter
code.

By  pressing the          button, display visualise the set value and with the          and/or          buttons

you can change the set value. Press  again the parameter code will be displayed and using the

            and/or           buttons it is possible to roll by all the parameters codes.

To exit the parameters programming mode press           for about 3 sec. shift in OFF mode and
memorised all the changed parameters.
During parameters programming, if the value on display is flashing, it means that the minimum or
the maximum value is reached. If no button is pressed for 60 sec. the unit returns automatically at
the OFF status, saving the new parameters setting.

            Range           Standard.
P01  = max. screw temp. range                                        130 ÷  (P02+2 )                130 °C  
P02  = high screw temp. alarm set                       (P01–2°C) ÷ (P03+2°C)               110 °C   
P03  = screw high temp. prealarm set                   (P02-2°C) ÷ (P04+2°C)               105 °C   
P04  = screw low temp. alarm set                        (P03-2°C ) ÷  -10°C                         0 °C   
P05 = screw probe offset                                                 -10 ÷ +10 °C                        0 °C     
P06 = delta/star switching timer                                          2  ÷   10 sec.                      5 sec. 
P07 = star timer                                                                10  ÷    50 m.s.                   20 m.s.
P08 = start idling timer                                                       1  ÷      5 sec.                      2 sec.
P09 = stop idling timer                                                       0  ÷     10 min.                    2 min.
P10 = air filter change                                                     100 ÷   3.000  h.             2.000 h
P11 = oil filter change                                                     100 ÷   9.999  h.             2.000 h   
P12 = separator filter change                                          100 ÷   9.999  h.              4.000 h
P13 = oil change                                                              100 ÷    9.999  h.            4.000 h
P14 = stop timer after pressing                                           1  ÷     60 sec.                  30 sec.

NB.  The P10 ÷ P13 countdown identifies the time of motor running (RL1), when the countdown is
elapsed the timer following with a negative counting.
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VISUALISATION OF THE MAINTENANCE TIMER

When the compressor is running, pressing shortly the button            shows the message F-A  on the

display, and following are shown the hours to the next due air filter change. By pressing

again, the display shows the message F-O and following the hours to the next due oil filter change.

Press again             and the display shows the message F-S and following the hours to the next due

separator filter change. Press again the button          , the display shows the message OIL and
following the hours to the next due oil change.
To exit from the maintenance visualisation, press again the button           .

If no button is pressed after 60 sec. the unit will exit from the maintenance visualisation.
If the numbers to be displayed have more than three digits or two digit with negative sign, the
multiple factor led x10 or x100 is lightning.
When the timer’s countdown is elapsed the timer following with a negative counting.

MAINTENANCE HOURS COUNTER RESET

With the compressor in OFF status press the button           for 3 sec. and the display visualises the

flashing message F-A and following the hours to the next due air filter change. To reset the timer

press              continuously for 3 sec., otherwise pressing the button shortly shift to the next flashing

message F-O “ oil filter change ” and following the hours to the next due oil filter change. Pressing

          continuously for 3 sec reset the timer, pressing shortly the button shift to the next flashing

message F-S “ separator filter change ” and following the hours to the next due separator filter

change. Pressing           continuously for 3 sec. reset the timer, otherwise, pressing the button shortly

shift to the next flashing message OIL “ oil change ” and following the hours to the next due oil

change. Pressing            continuously for 3 sec. reset the timer, otherwise pressing shortly the button

shift to the OFF status.
If no button is pressed after 60 sec. the unit will exit from the hours counters reset mode.
If the numbers to be displayed have more than three digits or two digit with negative sign, the
multiple factor led x10 or x100 is lightning.
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WORKING HOURS COUNTER VISUALISATION

When the compressor is running, pressing the button             for 3 sec the display visualises the
message:

a) h-t = TOTAL HOURS and following is shown the number of total running hours. If the number
has more than three digits or two digit with negative sign, the multiple factor led is lightning.

Pressing           the display shows the message:

b) h-L =LOAD HOURS and following is shown the number of hours. If the number has more than
three digits or two digit with negative sign, the multiple factor led is lightning.

Pressing           the display shows the working status.
If the numbers to be displayed have more than three digits or two digit with negative sign, the
multiple factor led x10 or x100 is lightning.
If no button is pressed after 60 sec. the unit will exit from the hours visualisation mode.

WORKING HOURS COUNTER RESET

During the OFF status, pressing           with             and            (simultaneously) for 3 sec. visualises

the message r-h   and TOTAL HOURS and LOAD HOURS will be reset. Then the display will
show the OFF message.

All the limits stated in the technical features section must be respected. In particular, the
temperature probe cable needs to be insulated from the power supply cables and all contactors
needs the right R.C. filters assembled on them.
Logika Control reserve itself the right to terminate its production or to modify the products with
no limitations and advertising.

LOGIKA CONTROL
Via Garibaldi 83/A – 20054 – Nova Milanese – Mi – Italy
Tel  : +39.0362-37001
Fax : +39.0362-370030


